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Ratio Eight Coffee Maker Review
By Priya Modi - October 16, 2015

Nest Camera Review
By Priya Modi - November 3, 2015

Your home is your nest—everything you do matters. But who is
watching your house when you’re gone? It could be a couple of
hours or a few days. Anything can happen at any time. Thanks to
Google’s Nest Camera, now you can leave home with peace of
mind. Think of it as your personal spy gadget.
.
The camera is sturdy and has a sleek design. Stream videos to
view activities throughout the day. Your eyes can’t remain glued
to the screen all the time. Luckily, the camera can detect motion
so you can receive notifications to your smartphone or PC to
view the video. If something seems fishy, you can get a close-up
of the image. Recording and storage for the video feeds is
offered when signed up for the subscription. The app is the
“cherry on top”—it takes care of all your needs. The initial setup
is simple and there are no issues with getting the right angle. 
 
Shhhh! The baby is sleeping—use the Nest Cam as a baby
monitor. The nice part is that you can talk and listen, so tell your
pet to get off the couch when needed. Bed time?—No fear. The
cam has high-quality night vision; if there is an intruder,
movements are fluid. Be aware the cam gets hot, so place it
cautiously. It also has a white 3-foot Micro USB cable so hiding it
during the night can be somewhat tricky.
 
You will need a paid subscription to record, store, and do other
things with your videos. While these features are included with
other brands, Nest Cam has a polished app and a slightly higher
video quality. The Nest Cam is worth it when signed up for the
premium quality and monthly subscription.
 

Full 1080p HD video
Activity alerts
Night Vision: 8 High-power infrared LEDs
(850nm) with IR cut filter
3-megapixel camera with millions of
colors and 8X digital zoom
Nest app
Software updates over Wi-Fi
Speaker  & Microphone (talk & listen)
130° diagonal field of view
Subscription includes video History (10 or
30 day available), alert summary, clips
and time-lapses
Advanced motion sensing
2 year limited warranty

1. Gets hot within few hours
2. Low-quality resolution when
streaming

3. No email alert notifications
4. 2-second lag in video
5. USB cable is white – makes it
hard to hide

1. Easy setup
2. Streams to mobile devices
3. Night vision, video and color
quality

4. Responsive motion sensors
5. Digital zoom and enhancement
mode feature

Pros

Cons

9.0
Score

Highlights

Visit Nest Cam Official Site
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Smart Home Appliances Reviews

Ratio Eight Coffee Maker Review
By Priya Modi - October 16, 2015

Many coffee makers can’t seem to catch your eye; they’re so dull
you don’t even bother to give it a second glance. The Ratio Eight
coffee maker is designed in a way that makes you want to delve
right into brew some coffee. Assembled in Portland, Oregon, the
machine is anything but ordinary.

The high-end machine is beautifully crafted to simplify the
brewing process. Simply grind your beans and initiate the brew
by pressing the button. The first phase of the brewing process is
called “bloom”. This is when the water heats up to about 205°F
and then drips a small amount. It slowly saturates the grounds,
but not fast enough to force liquid down into the carafe below.
This allows the carbon dioxide to escape so it doesn’t end up in
your brew.
 
One downfall is that there is no setting for the coffee to stay
warm so it starts cooling down within 30 minutes of use.
While most coffee makers use lightweight polycarbonate, both
the Ratio Eight's water reservoir and carafe are made from
hand-blown glass. The Eight's carafe holds Chemex paper filters
or Able Kone stainless steel filter. The machine uses a magnet in
the carafe to detect if it is safe to deliver hot water. However,
vessels other than Ratio Eight cannot be used due to the magnet
detection.
 
The name of the coffee maker serves its purpose. It is designed
to brew eight 5-ounce cups of coffee at a time (40 ounces total).
The machine’s water tank is not precisely graduated: one line
indicates it is full and other line for half full.

The major perk, beyond the water temperature, is that this
device allows you to pour similarly to a hand manually making a
batch of pour-over: it pre-infuses the grounds and evenly pours
the hot water. For coffee enthusiasts, this may be the product to
experiment with. 
 

Dynamic Design
Uncompromising Quality
Champagne Nickel, Bright Silver & Dark
Cobalt
Cantilevered top and base made of die
cast aluminum with nickel-plated finish
Laboratory grade borosilicate glass water
tank, supply lines, and carafe
Carafe holds Chemex paper filters or
Able Kone stainless steel filter
Brews up to 40 oz (eight 5 oz cups)
13.5" deep x 9" wide x 14" tall
110 or 220 volts
10-year warranty
Each unit entirely hand assembled and
tested in Portland, Oregon

1. Too much condensation
around the glass carafe during
brewing

2. Glass carafe not graduated
3. Does not keep coffee warm
longer than 30 min

4. Cannot use other brewing
vessels (only Ratio Eight)

1. Exceptional taste with a
smooth finish (no bitter after
taste)

2. Easy to use - one touch button
that easily detects finger

3. Pre-infusion that removes
CO2 from ground coffee

4. High quality materials
5. Precise water temperature

Pros

Cons

9.0
Score

Highlights

Visit Ratio Eight Official Site
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Coolest Cooler Review
By Rachael Kalinyak - September 14, 2015

Fun Tech Reviews

Vintage Cruz Electric Bicycle Review
By Priya Modi - October 26, 2015

You need a mini vacation without burning the wallet. The
destination is important, but the journey can be exciting as well.
Plan your mini getaway by taking the Vintage Cruz electric
bicycle for a ride. It’s a new twist to traditional biking that allows
you to explore the outdoors more than just a stroll in the park.
 
The Vintage Cruz is a classic California cruiser that is a blend of
modern technology with a vintage design. It’s almost like owning
a piece of historical artwork except this one moves. It has a top
speed of 36 mph in race mode which is like a “magic carpet”
ride. You can ride alongside the beach or run errands in the
neighborhood. Do you prefer the cold? The soul of the bike lies
in battery box which disperses heat, allowing you to ride during
lower temperatures.
 
The bike is sturdy and made with KevlarGuard puncture
protection built into the Schwalbe balloon tires which help to
avoid flats; this is important given the weight of the bike and lack
of quick-release systems. When the time comes to take a break,
the hydraulic disc brakes enable to stop on a flip of a coin; one
word: smooth. Safety always comes first, which is why there is
an optional rear taillight upgrade—a must for night riders.
 
Enjoy a nice meal or take a nap for 2 hours while your bike
recharges for a 30-mile journey, and your bike is fully charged
and ready to head back. So, if you take pleasure in staying
active, the Vintage Cruz is an alternative way of enjoying the
outdoors.
 

30-mile range and 20 MPH in street legal
model or 36 MPH Race Mode model
2 hours recharge time with typical cost
of $0.18 USD
DC 52 - 110/220 AC charger
52v 12.5 AH battery with estimated life of
30,000 miles
Shimano Alfine Hydraulic Disc brakes -
180mm front/160mm back
Schwalbe KevlarGuard tires
1 year / 30,000 miles warranty

1. Weight
2. Legal limitations in terms of
speed limit

3. Optional upgrade for lights and
pedal assist 

4. Tough to get it insured through
traditional policies

5. Security – easy to vandalize or
steal 

1. 30 mile range
2. Powerful acceleration
3. 2 hours to fully recharge
4. Comfortable seating
5. Regenerative braking

Pros

Cons

9.5
Score

Highlights

Visit Cruz Electric Bicycle Official Site
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